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All change
at the top
AT THE 114TH AGM of the Society
held on the 12th of May 2018, there
were momentous changes amongst
key office-holders of the Society.
Norman Plastow stepped down as
President, to be succeeded by Tony
Michael. Jeremy Hudson became
our new Chairman, taking over
from John Mays.
Norman has played a prominent
role in the affairs of the Society
for many years, culminating in
his appointment as President in
1998. A man of many parts, he has
contributed enormously to so many
aspects of the Society’s activities,
that we felt the need for a separate
tribute to his work on page 3 of this
Newsletter.
Previously Chairman of the
Planning Committee, John Mays
brought to the role of Society
Chairman his extensive knowledge
of the workings of the Society as
well as his own business experience;
carrying out that position for
two years with great enthusiasm
and much aplomb. It was on his
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ASIF MALIK guides us through the
changes in senior officers of the
Society following the AGM.

Changing of the guard: new president Tony Michael next to former president Norman
Plastow and former chairman John Mays with new chairman Jeremy Hudson
initiative that the Society held two
useful and popular ‘awaydays’ to
allow members the opportunity to
take part in strategic discussions on
the affairs of the Society.
Many members will know Tony
Michael, our new President. He
has been a valuable member of
the planning committee for many
years, bringing his extensive
knowledge of planning law and
outstanding analytical skills to the
committee’s work in scrutinising
Council policies and reviewing
planning applications. His patient
and detailed commentary on
all planning matters has been
particularly helpful to new
members of the committee.
The board decided in 2017 that
for taking on the role of Society

Chairman in succession to John
Mays, Jeremy Hudson should be
welcomed to the board. He was
appointed Vice-Chairman and has
become an active board member,
shadowing John Mays. Recently
retired, Jeremy was a partner in a
leading City legal practice, and will
bring fresh thinking and new ideas.
Members owe a deep debt of
gratitude to both Norman Plastow
and John Mays for all they have
done for the Society. We have every
expectation that their interest in the
Society’s affairs will not diminish,
and we welcome the prospect of
their continuing involvement.
Knowing that their wisdom and
knowledge is available will be of
comfort to those who now take up
key positions in the Society.

For the latest information, go to www.wimbledonsociety.org.uk, www.wimbledonmuseum.org.uk or the Facebook page.
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AGM report 2018
THE SOCIETY HELD ITS 114th Annual General Meeting
at the Upper Hall, Sacred Heart Presbytery, Edge Hill,
Wimbledon on Saturday 12th May 2018.
President Norman Plastow opened proceedings, which
were attended by some 90 members, with Deputy Mayor
Judy Saunders and other Councillors among our guests.
Chairman John Mays welcomed guests and members.
He thanked Linda Defriez, who was standing down from
the Board, for her valuable contribution to the Society.
Introducing his report, the Chairman described the
work of the Board and its Committees during 2017. The
Society held a productive “Away Day” in November and
participated in local events such as the Village Fair and
Stables Day. The Society took a pro-active position on a
number of significant issues, including the Town Plan
and Crossrail 2.
The Museum Committee, chaired by Cassandra
Taylor, were delighted that our Museum has now received
Full Accreditation.
The Planning & Environment Committee, chaired by
Chris Goodair, actively pursued a number of important
local issues during 2017. Local planning applications
were monitored, with 81 letters of objection or
observations sent to LBM planning department.
The Activities & Events Section continued its popular
programme of tours, visits and talks, whilst the Local
History Group involved itself in research and local
historical projects.
Treasurer Corinna Edge presented the Trustees’
Annual Report & Financial Statements for the year ended
31st December 2017.
Norman Plastow indicated his intention to stand down
as President of the Society, an office he held for the past
20 years. Tony Michael was duly elected as President.
Patricia Keith and Charles Toase were re-elected as
Vice Presidents. John Mays wished to stand down as
Chairman of the Society, and Jeremy Hudson was elected
as Chairman, with John Mays being elected as Deputy
Chairman. Corinna Edge was re-elected as Treasurer and
Maureen Field as Honorary Secretary.
Under our new Constitution three members of
the Board stood down – Asif Malik, Iain Simpson and
Cassandra Taylor, and were duly re-elected.
Votes of Thanks, and presentation of certificates, were
given by Jeremy Hudson to Norman Plastow and John Mays.
Questions were taken from members about the Society’s
work, before the address given by our guest speaker, Chris
Curtis, Head of Crossrail 2 for Network Rail.
MAUREEN FIELD Honorary Secretary

n NEWS n

Mr Wimbledon retires
MONICA ELLISON has canvassed memories and reminiscences of Norman Plastow’s
long and productive career with the Society.
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NORMAN PLASTOW
was Wimbledon Society
President for 20 years. He is
succeeded by Tony Michael.
Norman was Chairman
of the Society between
1975 and 1983 and
again between 1986 and
1998. During those years
he became the ‘go to’
spokesperson for anything
and everything that
concerned Wimbledon.
In setting the scene for
Wimbledon’s Tennis
Championships, the
media, local and
international, regularly
called on him; whether as
our Chairman, Windmill
Museum Chairman,
Commons Conservator,
guardian of Conservation
Areas, persistent writer of letters to
the Editor, ‘thorn in the side of the
Council’ or whatever else, Norman
became known as Mr Wimbledon.
We concentrate here on Norman’s
Wimbledon Society activities for
which the Society, including our
new President and leading lights
in its divisions, Museum, Planning,
and Local History, all express their
heartfelt thanks.
Museum Chairman Cassandra
Taylor reminded us that Norman
was the museum’s Curator of
Archaeology for forty years. He also
produced the master plan for a new
museum design and layout on two
occasions, firstly in 1972, and then
for a more radical refurbishment
in 1994. With help from Cyril
Maidment and the late Alan Elliott,
Norman carried out the museum
refurbishment down to cupboard

With help from Cyril
Maidment and the late
Alan Elliott, Norman
carried out the museum
refurbishment down to
cupboard building and
carpet laying – with the aid
of his legendary toolbox!
building and carpet laying – with
the aid of his legendary toolbox!
Cyril also recalled efforts made
for the museum’s first accreditation
which was then achieved and
never lost.
Tony Michael remembered
the fierce Planning battles of the
’70s and ’80s both lost and won,
notably that of Wimbledon’s
town centre: “As the Society
Representative on the Conservation
Areas Advisory Committee

(disbanded by the Council),
Norman contributed
to the extension of our
Conservation areas.” The
GLC was persuaded to
designate the town centre
area as a Conservation
area, gaining a listing
for the Town Hall and
saving it from threatened
demolition. Despite being a
long term and sharp critic
of successive Councils,
Norman was always polite,
Tony added “though one
was glad that he was on
our side.” Incidentally, few
people now realise that it
was due to Norman that
our Theatre is still topped
and guarded by its golden
angel.
The Local History group
hopes that Norman will continue
to attend meetings, to which he
has contributed so much since its
formation in 1971. Charles Toase
recounted that first occasion, when
Norman’s ‘air raid damage’ map
was discussed. It became part of his
book Safe as Houses published the
following year, and the Museum’s
best selling publication.
Eventually, however, everyone
mentioned ‘The Plastow School of
Comedy’, including Norman’s Rob
Wilton impression of “the day the
war broke out” along with hoary
jokes, printable and unprintable,
for every situation and topic. The
one recording the most groans to
date appears to be: “What is the
best time to buy a Windmill?”
Answer: “When the sales are on.”
We await the Norman Plastow
Compendium of Jokes.
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n LOCAL HISTORY n

‘Newitt’s Alley’ from the High Street and Lancaster Place (right)

Newitt’s Alley
THE SHOP AT 62 High Street, which
is currently occupied by a jewellers
called Carat, used to be Miss
Frost’s newsagents and sweetshop.
Currently the alley at the side
of the shop, leading to Lancaster
Cottages, doesn’t appear to have
a name, and is not included in
Merton Council’s list of footpaths
and rights of way. However, it was
once called Newitt’s Alley. Why?
From around 1840 the shop was
occupied by a china and glass dealer
called Robert Dunnett; about 1850,
when mass-produced ironmongery
became available as a result of the
Industrial Revolution (previously
individual items had been made by
the village blacksmith), Dunnett
added that trade to his business.
In 1867 his shop was taken over by
Edward James Newitt, whose name
was applied to the alleyway.
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Among the ironmongery,
the shop sold wire netting (‘the
cheapest in Surrey’) and wooden
boneshaker bicycles. It had a
contract to repair street lamps
for the Local Board, and provided
equipment for the rifle shooting
camps on the Common.
Newitt’s grandson Ned Newitt
has just written a biography of this
shopkeeper who became a surveyor

Photo courtesy Ned Newitt

CHARLES TOASE shines some light into
a not-so-dark Alley, once named after
shopkeeper Edward James Newitt

Edward James Newitt

and a member of the Wimbledon
Local Board (Edward James Newitt:
The Righteous Victorian, Leicester
Pioneer Press).
Newitt worked for the Mansel
family to develop their estates, and
was a witness in the legal actions
when there was a dispute over the
Mansel inheritance; the Mansels
lived at The Grange (the house of
that name, before the road was
built), and owned much property in
Wimbledon, giving their name to
one of the roads as well as Mansel
Villas and the Mansel Tavern
(opposite the station, and later
renamed as the South Western pub).
The Frost family took over the
shop in the High Street about 1884,
but Newitt continued to live in
Wimbledon, at 15 Alexandra Road
and later at 44 Queens Road, before
moving to Lambeth. He became
involved in the hotel business,
including the Star & Garter at
Richmond.
He died in 1919 age 77, and was
buried with full military honours,
having been a Captain in the
Volunteers at Wimbledon.

Have you noticed? No.4 Houses behind shops
SHOPS WERE OFTEN BUILT on the
front gardens of the shopkeepers’
houses, at grand floor level; Ely’s
corner site was an example. In 1876
two of the Mansell Villas, opposite
the station, gave up their gardens
in this way, and eventually all
twelve of the Villas succumbed to
trade with the houses remaining
at the back. One of these survives
as Rymans at 20 Wimbledon Hill

Road, between Elys and Natwest.
Similar shops that still have houses
at the back are Robert Dyas, and
the shop next door to Dyas plus
several further down the Broadway
on the other side, around number
170 (where Gerry’s fishing tackle
shop used to be). If you stand on
the other side of the road and look
up you will see the houses rising
above the modern shops.
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Shops in front: Robert Dyas on the
Broadway and Ryman (right)

Charles I’s pictures at Wimbledon
CHARLES I had an extensive art
collection, and when he and
Queen Henrietta Maria were
at Wimbledon manor house in
the 1640s (at that time at the
Old Rectory House) there were
some 70 pictures there. In 1649,
when Cromwell’s men took over,
an inventory was made (a copy
is printed in Bartlett’s History of
Wimbledon), and the paintings

were sold. With the Restoration
some were retrieved and
returned to the royal collection;
one that is still there, Bassano’s
The Adoration of the Shepherds,
was included in an exhibition
at the Royal Academy recently
of pictures from the Queen’s
collection. How many more of
the 70 Wimbledon pictures have
survived?

Odds and Evens
IN THE LAST ISSUE, we
asked why some roads were
numbered consecutively,
instead of having odd numbers
on one side and even on the
other. Sir Patrick Moberly, a
long-term resident of Lingfield
Road, has suggested that the
consecutive numbering of that

road may be because one side
was built first, with no houses on
the other side. This is certainly
the case in other places like
Parkside and Southside, and in
Lingfield Road the south-west
side may still have been part of
the grounds of Lingfield House.
CHARLES TOASE

Not the Last Word –
Betty Syrett
AT THE APRIL Local History
Group meeting, Sheila
Dunman provided us with
interesting information on
Betty Syrett whose obituary
we carried in our March
newsletter. As an ‘Old Girl’ of Wimbledon High
School, Sheila noted that the school’s newsletter
had a far fuller tribute to Betty than we had been
able to produce. Lacking information due to foul
weather and a cancelled meeting, our obituary
cut short Betty’s schooldays prematurely with
her enrolment at the Old Central School on
Wimbledon Common, whereas in fact Betty
had gone on to Wimbledon High where she
successfully matriculated. From the same source,
largely contributed by Anne Kelly – who is not
only the daughter of Betty’s childhood friend
Eileen, but also her goddaughter – material
has been very kindly made available to us from
which we learn a lot more about a remarkable
lady who it would appear was no shrinking violet.
“On leaving school, since Keep-Fit was ‘all the
rage’ at the time, both Betty and Eileen joined
the newly-formed Keep-Fit Association. The
girls’ skills progressed to the point that both
were selected, aged eighteen, by the National
Association of Girls’ Clubs to be members of the
Association’s team to perform at an international
gymnastics festival in Stockholm in July 1939. This
celebration marked the centenary of the death of
the “Father of Swedish Gymnastics,” P H Ling. As
a result of this special trip, Betty and Eileen were
asked to appear on television, then in its infancy,
on a topical programme. Betty kept up her
exercise practise and for many years ran her own
Keep-Fit classes.
Betty’s war years were spent in the North West
of England, particularly in Blackpool, where she
joined the Auxiliary Territorial Service. She later
became a member of the Women’s Royal Army
Corps, receiving a plaque for her service.”
She was demobbed in 1946 and returned
to Wimbledon to spend the rest of her busy
working life in the Civil Service in London,
generously supporting local causes, and keeping
up with life-long friends.
MONICA ELLISON
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n PLANNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT n

Wimbledon Police Station
THE SOCIETY OPPOSES the proposed
closure of Wimbledon Police station in
Queen’s Road – a decision which seems
to have been taken purely on financial
grounds. It appears that individual sites
will be sold off without a coherent plan
in place for the future of the police
service. The previous plan for the Police
Estate only covered the period 2010-14,
and no current plan exists.
This is important because there are
proposals to unite four Boroughs into
a working relationship, with the central
office likely to be in Kingston.
We have written to the London

Mayor/GLA and to the Police Estates
Office asking that, before any action
is taken, a proper plan is produced for
the stations and other facilities for all
four Boroughs. This would allow for a
rational cost/benefit understanding of
the process, for the public to see how
their police service will function, and
to assess the operational needs of the
police.
Also, we have drafted a brief for
the Council’s Planning Office, looking
at possible future scenarios for the
Queen’s Road site, part of which is in a
Conservation Area.

National Planning
Policy Framework

New London Plan

THE GOVERNMENT is proposing
changes to the National Planning Policy
Framework, which sets the scene for
local Plans and planning decisions. In
response to the consultation we have
asked that:
• All so-called viability assessments by
developers should be made public
when an application is submitted:
currently, the public has not been able
to see or comment on these.
• Metroplitan Open Land should retain
its protected status equivalent to
Green Belt.
Other points we asked to be taken into
consideration are:
• That the much increased housing
targets should be balanced by an
understanding of the importance of
respect for local character.
• That affordability should be prioritised:
having a stock of housing that is
unaffordable to a significant section of
society is no ‘solution’.
• That the inadequate funding of
Councils’ planning functions is leading
to poorer quality in developments, and
the lowering of planning standards
is encouraging developers to
deliberately flout planning rules.
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ON HIS ELECTION as London Mayor
in 2016, Sadiq Khan announced
consultation on a new London Plan.
We responded to this draft Plan earlier
this year. Our key points are:
• Concerns about the impact of Crossrail
2 (if given approval) on the town centre.
• Clarity on how the new housing
targets are to be achieved with the
consequential increased pressure on
existing character and infrastructure.
• Concern that a ‘general presumption
in favour of development’ is too
open ended and should exclude
Conservation Areas, statutorily and
locally Listed buildings and other
Heritage assets.
• A London-wide Heritage Grant scheme
for small scale basic repairs to Heritage
Assets, including cultural sites and
Metropolitan Open Land.
• Concern about the lack of detail on
the effects of future technological
changes, particularly on the transport
infrastructure.
• The Mayor should seek legal powers
to allow street lighting to be affixed to
buildings, to reduce street clutter.
• Acoustic barriers along principal
roads, such as the A3, to reduce noise
pollution.

Electric car charging points
With the increase in electric and hybrid
cars, the Council is changing some
existing parking bays (for example in
the Village High Street) to charging
bays. We have asked the Council to
publish its policy on introducing
charging points on the public highway,
and whether the loss of prime parking
bays, important for local businesses, is
properly taken into account.

A touch of India in Effra Road
A former church hall at the eastern end
of Effra Road has been used as a temple
by the Shree Ganapathy community for
more than 35 years.
They have obtained planning
permission to install a traditional
Hindu architectural design feature on
the frontage. It will be constructed by
skilled craftsmen who are experts in the
art of traditional Hindu stonework. It
will be illuminated during certain hours
but there is a restriction on lighting it
during the night.

Not living the high life
in Wimbledon
A recent press report showed that
London’s property boom is seeing
an unprecedented number of new
high-rise buildings being proposed.
Merton is one of seven Greater London
boroughs (of 32) to have no such plans.

n PLANNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT n

Enhancements to the Beverley Brook across
Wimbledon Common
THE RAPID EXPANSION of London
over the past 150 years has led to
significant changes in its rivers,
including the Beverley Brook, which
has been altered several times in
recent history. One account from
1936 informs us that “it was widened
and straightened and the banks built
up using the dredgings”. In 1937 an
article written for the Journal of the
Wimbledon Natural History Society
stated, “The reconstructed Beverley no
longer meanders, no eyots dot its course,
no fish dart about its waters, no voles
burrow in its banks”.
Over the years the Beverley
Brook has been physically moved
for ‘convenience’, made to
perform simply as a water conduit,
straightened, widened, deepened
and now lies in the bottom of a
miniature canyon. Fallen trees have

A rich and varied ecosystem
developed over millennia
has been transformed into
a barren and featureless
landscape
been systematically removed for
perceived flood risk benefits. These
modifications have removed the
energy and diversity from the river,
so that the gravels on the bed, vital
for invertebrates to live in and fish to
spawn, are covered with a blanket of
sand. Consequently, approximately
55% of the river is now classed as
being uniform and only 3% of the
banks is natural and unaltered. The
impact has been further exacerbated
by anthropogenic changes such as
pollution from road run-off and the

Photo © Toby Hull

TOBY HULL, Head of Operations of
the South East Rivers Trust, outlines
an exciting project.

A typical example of the Beverley Brook
through Wimbledon Common – extensive
toeboarding and with a sand-covered
bed making a pretty barren habitat
altered hydrological regime. A rich
and varied ecosystem developed over
millennia has been transformed into
a barren and featureless landscape.
But all is not doom and gloom.
Nature is resilient and given the
opportunity will bounce back. We
are becoming aware of the impact
of our actions and increasingly
sympathetic to the environment; we
are also beginning to understand
the benefits of healthy green spaces
to our well-being and mental health.
Since 2015 the South East Rivers
Trust, in partnership with the
Environment Agency, The Royal
Parks, The Friends of Richmond Park
and the Coca-Cola Foundation, with
Sir David Attenborough as Project
Patron, has undertaken extensive
river restoration and water quality
improvements on the Beverley Brook
in Richmond Park and now we want
to keep up the momentum across
Wimbledon Common. The South
East Rivers Trust, the Wimbledon &
Putney Common Conservators and
Environment Agency are developing
a project aimed at reinstating
diversity and providing conditions

to enable the Beverley Brook to selfheal naturally.
Despite its current poor state, the
river possesses three components
vital to a successful restoration
scheme – gravel, wood and low
flood risk. The banks are packed
with glorious gravels, which, due
to toeboarding, have been locked
up for decades, starving the river of
this precious material. Removing
the toeboarding will liberate the
river from its ‘straitjacket’, allowing
natural erosion of the banks,
an essential part of a normally
functioning river. Gradually, a
meandering sequence will develop
and the gravel will form riffles,
islets, berms and bars, all of which
are currently lacking.
Also, almost the entire length
of the Beverley Brook through
the Common is shaded by trees,
preventing plant growth on the
banks and in the channel. Fallen
trees provide a food source for
invertebrates, cover for fish and
perches for birds. Water flowing
around and through fallen
trees scours deep holes which
form cleansed gravel riffles. We
aim to replicate a natural river,
including fallen trees, by thinning
tree numbers on the banks and
fixing them in the channel thus
providing more light. Please don’t
panic. Details of tree fellings have
been carefully planned to ensure
a suitable balance is achieved
without detriment to wildlife while
encouraging plant growth and
creating a mosaic of diverse habitats.
The project is still in
development, but we hope to start
work in the autumn/winter.
For further details contact Toby Hull
at www.southeastriverstrust.org.uk
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n AC TIVITIES n

Jennifer goes to court
JENNIFER NEWMAN recounts details
of the recent Society visit to the
Supreme Court in Parliament Square.

Their responsibilities
are not to hear appeals
against sentences but
to make judgements on
points of law.
Wales (rose, thistle, flax and leek).
The judges, (including two
women, one of whom, Lady Hale, is
the President; at least two Scottish
Judges, one Northern Irish Judge
and one Welsh Judge, to
ensure fairness) do not
wear robes and gowns
as they are not judging
but having a debate. The
Lord Chancellor has to
approve new Judges,
and applicants must be

practicing lawyers with 15+ years
experience. The Judges’ retirement
age is 70 to 75. All hearings are
televised live and can be attended
by members of the public, who
can also enjoy refreshments in the
tastefully decorated basement café
and visit the exhibition area.
During the recent hearing Miller
v the Secretary of State for Exiting
the European Union, Article 50 (the
Brexit Appeal), instead of the five
or seven Judges, there were 11 as
it was deemed such an important
point of law.
A case to be heard the week
following our visit, Pimlico Plumbers
(Appellants) v Smith (Respondent)
was regarding whether an
employee was ‘a worker’ within
the meaning of the Employment
Rights Act 1996 entitled to
employment rights or an
independent contractor. This
would affect his ability
to sue over wrongful
dismissal, disability
discrimination, sick
and holiday pay.
Whichever way it goes,
the implications will be
far-reaching.

Photos © Jennifer Newman

ON A LOVELY SUNNY winter’s
morning, 25 members of the Society
visited the Supreme Court in
Parliament Square.
The Supreme Court building was
originally used by the Middlesex
County Council and was designed
by the Scottish Architect James
Gibson in 1913; apparently he was
initially rather overwhelmed by
its position in Parliament Square
facing the Palace of Westminster.
Following the creation of the GLC,
it became home to the County’s
Quarter Sessions, and after the
Court Act of 1971 became a Crown
Court, later comprising seven
courts with cells and jury rooms.
The Supreme Court is not yet
ten years old – following the
Constitutional Reform Act in 2005
the Law Lords in the Upper House
were abolished and 12 independent
judges were appointed. Their
responsibilities are not to hear
appeals against sentences but to
make judgements on points of law.
Lord Bingham was instrumental

in the move from the House of
Lords but sadly died before the new
Supreme Court was opened.
The three Courts are decorated
in quite different styles – No.1 is
the largest and most traditional
Court with double height ceiling
and the distinctive patterned
carpet designed by Sir Peter Blake,
incorporating the emblems of
England, Scotland, Ireland and

Court Three (left) and Court One (right) with carpet designed by Peter Blake; Court 2 has a design representing the four nations (top)
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n OBITUARIES n

The recent death of two notable
novelists is a sad loss. Neither Penny
Vincenzi nor Philip Kerr were born in
Wimbledon, though for many years
both authors were well known local
residents.

PENNY VINCENZI

10 April 1939 – 25 February 2018

PENNY VINCENZI earned many
titles as a writer. ‘Doyenne of the
modern blockbuster’ was just one
of them. As a young journalist,
she frequently declared that her
ambition was to emulate Jilly
Cooper, the bestselling novelist.
Penny’s chance came when
interviewing Cooper for Vogue, she
blurted out to her that her burning
ambition was to “write this sort
of nonsense too”. Generously Jilly
Cooper introduced Vincenzi to
her agent. So it was that Penny’s
first novel Old Sins got underway,
placed with publishers Century
Hutchinson with a six figure

advance on the strength of a few
chapters. Penny never looked back,
neither did she forget the kindness
shown to her and in time she
extended the same generosity to
other women authors who followed
her such as Sophie Kinsella and
Jenny Colgan.
Born in Bournemouth, Penny was
educated at Notting Hill and Ealing
high school. She lived in London in
the early days of her working life
and it became the background for
her novels.

Her novels, page turners
all, [were] an amusing mix
of shopping and sex which
sold in vast numbers.
To the world of business, fashion,
advertising, she became what Jilly
Cooper was to country life. Tussles
over estates became boardroom
battles. Affairs in brogues or
Hunter wellies were replaced by
those in Manolo heels; her novels,
page turners all, an amusing mix

Photo courtesy Fiona Ravzi/Wimbledon Bookfest

Loss of two authors

Penny Vincenzi
of shopping and sex which sold in
vast numbers.
Penny Vincenzi was a Patron
of Wimbledon Bookfest from the
early days. Bookfest Director Fiona
Razvi reminds us that Penny hosted
her own very popular event A Girl’s
Night Out for several years before her
illness saying “She was quite simply
the best of friends.” Sadly Penny
leaves four daughters to whom we
extend sympathy.

PHILIP KERR

THOUGH A VERSATILE AUTHOR,
Philip Kerr is best known for his
‘Berlin Noir’ crime fiction novels
featuring Bernie Gunther, a sardonic
detective in the city during the
Nazi’s rise to power. Kerr’s ‘private
eye’ appeared in March Violets (1989)
the first book in a trilogy which
gained a distinctive readership.
Some ten Bernie Gunther novels
followed, all forensically researched
in Berlin, one of which won the
Ellis Peters Historic Crime award.
Washington Post reviewer Patrick
Anderson said of the Gunther
novels “Countless histories of the
Third Reich exist but there can
be few more palatable ways than
these books to take a look at its

horrors, its leaders and the mood in
Germany before, during and after
the war.” (2009 – The Lady of Zagreb)
Philip Kerr also published the
Children of the Lamp series under the
name P. B. Kerr, and had further
success with the Scott Mason
thrillers set in the soccer world,
and stand-alone works.
Born in Edinburgh, Philip
studied Law in Birmingham swiftly
changing direction for a career in
copy-writing in London advertising
agencies including Saatchi &
Saatchi. He probably spent more
of his life writing in Wimbledon
than elsewhere and we would like
to list this gifted prolific author
amongst our own.

Photo © Joanne Betts / United Agents

22 February 1956 – 23 March 2018

Philip Kerr
The Society extends sympathy
to Philip’s wife, author Jane
Thynne, and to her family in
their untimely loss.
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n MUSIC n

2018 MARKS THE 10th anniversary
of the Jigsaw Players Concert Series.
Committed to playing in the Merton
area, the ensemble celebrates this
landmark occasion with a series
of very special events starting in
September.
JPCS was established in 2008
by Emmanuella Reiter, an
accomplished musician who has
toured extensively performing
with orchestras in Europe and the
United States. However when she
moved to London in 2006 with
her viola, she knew not a soul
here. Naturally, to find friends,
she turned to what she knew
best, music, and put on a recital
in Copse Hill, with just a week in
which to organise it. The response
was immediate and Emmanuella
could not believe the number
of people who turned up on the
night. Heartened by Wimbledon’s

“It’s why we are called
Jigsaw, for the collaborative
element of our ensemble.
We are always inviting
in musicians who will fit
with our ever-changing
repertoire and themes.”
enthusiasm for classical music, she
performed a whole series of recitals
that year.
What started as an exercise
in meeting people had quickly
become a second job.
“I have been privileged to meet
so many people in Merton who are
very knowledgeable about music,
and today JPCS is lucky to have
such wonderful support here,” says
Emmanuella.
She was joined by co-Directors,
Sophia Rahman (piano), Jenny
Lewisohn (viola) and Kaija Lukas
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A big year for the Jigsaw Players

Jigsaw’s Kaija Lukas, Jenny Lewisohn, Emmanuella Reiter and Sophia Rahman with
guest musicians Siret Lust (double bass) and Ashok Klouda (cello)
(violin): world-class musicians who
work full time in leading orchestras
and other ensembles. Yet their
commitment to coming together
for the annual series of Jigsaw
concerts in Merton is unflagging.
Chamber music requires
two or more players, with any
combination of instruments. It is a
powerful yet intimate experience
of relatively few voices. Sophia, a
recognised chamber musician, says,
“The thrill of chamber music for
me is the chance it offers to engage
in musical conversations with
friends old and new.”
“It’s why we are called Jigsaw,”
says Emmanuella, “for the
collaborative element of our
ensemble. We are always inviting
in musicians who will fit with
our ever-changing repertoire and
themes.”
Recent guests include Andriy
Viyitovich, Principal Viola at The
Orchestra for the Royal Opera
House, and Tetsuumi Nagata from
the Piatti Quartet, both similarly
top-tier.
Jenny, a member of the prizewinning Hieronymus Quartet, and
co-Founder of Wimbledon’s very

own Marryat Players Chamber Music
Festival, says, “The opportunity for
spontaneity is one of the big reasons
I’m drawn to live performance,
and to be able to explore that with
different musical personalities in
chamber music is very exciting.”
Regular attendees of JPCS
concerts tend to agree. Haro
Harocopas, who lives in Raynes
Park and has followed JPCS
from the beginning, said of one
recent collaboration: “Let alone
the performances of them as
individuals, their co-ordination is
spectacular. As if they have been
rehearsing together for years.”
As part of their 10th anniversary
celebrations JPCS is offering two
pairs of free tickets to Wimbledon
Society members for any one of
their upcoming concerts. Details
of these will be available in our
September newsletter.
Tickets for Jigsaw Players’ Concert
Series 10th anniversary concerts are
available for sale from August from
Lantern Coffee House on Worple
Road, or at www.jigsawplayers.co.uk
ANNABEL MOORE

n BOOKS n

West Hill and Wimbledon Park Side by Malcolm Grimston
DAVE DAWSON
reviews this new,
privately published
book, which is
available from the
Museum shop

MALCOLM GRIMSTON, a Senior
Research Fellow at Imperial College,
has lived locally for thirty years
and served as a Ward Councillor
since 1994. His book West Hill and
Wimbledon Park Side is a pleasant
read, though to some, it might seem
strange to base a history around a
single Council Ward. Nonetheless,
Grimston has dug deep when
putting together his account and
manages to enliven dry facts with
a humorous style and a wry turn of
phrase. For example, aged 8 years,
Winston Churchill lived at Beech
Lodge for a couple of months and

he went on to “…win the Second
World War.”
The ward is a modern construct,
although three of its sides are
boundaries dating back to medieval
times, or even earlier. The book
concentrates on two periods of
great change. First, around the
1850s, the western parts of the
ward were sold off to develop
grand villas in landscaped grounds.
At that time, Capability Brown’s
Wimbledon Park had been managed
as farmland for some 25 years. This
development returned the land to
the preserve of influential, moneyed
men, many of whom remained
living in the villas for the next 90
years or so. The second period is
the 1960s, when most of the villas
were demolished to make way for
extensive LCC housing. The book is
illustrated with images of the villas
and the notables connected with

Jack Swaab
at 100
THE SOCIETY CONGRATULATES
Jack Swaab on his 100th birthday.
On 13th May Jack celebrated his special
event in the Dalziel Room at King’s
College School with a party for family
and friends.
Many readers of this newsletter will
remember Jack, whose acclaimed war
memoir Fields of Fire – Diary of a Gunner
Officer (2005) we helped launch back
in the days when he was an emerging
author of just 87. In 2012 aged 94, Jack
produced his ‘last word’ autobiography
Slouching in the Undergrowth,
described as a “perceptive, engaging
and sometimes alarmingly frank
record of a well-lived life.” Since then
he published online Always a Little
Further – reflections from late in the day

them, although the reproduction
is unfortunately rather muddy,
creating a misleading impression of
Victorian fustiness.
There is much detail of the affairs
and often remote connections of
the owners of the grand houses,
but little of their staff, the daily
economy of the area or the
landscaping of the grounds.
These details also seem to begin
and end with men; women were
mere incidental connections. Even
accepting the inevitable bias of
the times, it’s a pity that the dates
given do not generally include those
of construction, demolition or
individual occupations of the villas.
However, if you want to hunt for
gems amongst the connections of
those dwelling along the northern
section of Parkside and the roads
running off it in Victorian and
Edwardian times, this is your book.

WIMBLEDON BOOKFEST
4th-14th October 2018

The book and the author, Jack Swaab
and The Ninth Life of Bella Simkins –
the space adventures of Mervyn and
a mysterious cat.
Cats are said to have nine lives.
Jack has had at least as many careers:
Oxford undergrad (sent down), Fleet
Street journalist, decorated army officer,
advertising executive, company director,
racing tipster, bookseller, author,
lecturer, as well as super survivor having
over the years recovered from malaria,
TB, angina and cancer.
Many happy returns Jack.

This year’s Bookfest will be opened
by author and journalist
Lionel Shriver at the Wimbledon
Library on Thursday 4th October
2018, and closed by novelist Pat
Barker on Sunday 14th October.
Other events this year include:
David Willetts on universities
Max Hastings on Vietnam
Neil McGregor Living with the Gods
Peter Hain on Nelson Mandela
Andrew Roberts on Churchill
Humphrey Burton on Bernstein
Patrick Gale • Cathy Newman
Yotam Ottelenghi • Fiona Sampson
Mary Robinson • Graham Norton
Tickets go on sale to Friends on
26th June at wimbledonbookfest.org
and on general release on 3rd July
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n SOCIETY NOTICES n

General Data Protection Rules
IAIN SIMPSON explains the impact of the new
Data Protection laws.
THE (EU) GENERAL DATA PROTECTION RULES (GDPR)
legislation came into effect on 25th May 2018. It strengthens
the rights of individuals to control the holding of their
personal information by third parties, providing more
accountability and transparency, and enhances the
provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998. Currently there is
a Data Protection Bill going through Parliament in support
of GDPR. Once passed, it will replace the 1998 Act as the
primary piece of data protection legislation.
The published GDPR Guide helps organisations to
understand the key elements and to reach compliance.
It can be found at ico.org.uk under ‘For organisations’
and ‘Guides to the legislation’ and ‘General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)’.
All organisations must establish internal procedures
for handling personal information. The GDPR applies to
‘personal data’, meaning any information relating to any
person who can be directly or indirectly identified, in
particular by reference to an identifier. The definition covers
a wide range of identifiers (names, addresses, email etc).
Organisations must have a lawful basis for processing
personal data. There are six lawful bases for such
processing and at least one of these must apply whenever
personal data is processed. After study of the Guide, we
have concluded that ‘Legitimate interests’ is the most
appropriate basis for the Society.
We are required to inform our members of their rights
under the GDPR and have published an explanatory ‘Privacy
Statement’ – see our website wimbledonsociety.org.uk
under ‘Data Protection’. This important document sets out
the relationship between the membership and the Society
regarding the processing of members’ personal details.

http://www.bigyellow.co.uk/
Get some space in your life.

AELTC POP-UP SHOP IN THE VILLAGE
The All England Lawn Tennis Club will open a pop-up
shop in the Village for the Championships this summer.
The shop will be located at 17 High Street, and will be open
from late May until the end of the Championships
on 15th July, selling official merchandise such as clothing,
headwear, rackets, bags and other souvenirs.
Wimbledon Village Business Association says “the shop will be
the perfect addition to our summer activities that make the
Village such an attractive and buzzing place to be.”

The pop-up shop on the Village High Street
soon to be occupied by the All England Lawn Tennis Club

Surveyors, Valuers & Estate Agents

YOUR SOCIETY NEEDS YOU!
Town visits organiser
Capable, friendly person needed to take on the
arranging of Town Visits for members (See page 8,
“Supreme Court Visit” as an example). You will need
to use your enthusiasm and new ideas to plan a
programme and make the necessary arrangements.
Support and back-up will be available from other
members of the Activities committee.
Contact lindadefriez@hotmail.com.

At the heart of the community
We are pleased to support the Wimbledon Society

Sales 020 8947 9833

I

Lettings 020 8879 9669

www.robertholmes.co.uk

The Wimbledon Society was founded in 1903. It is a Registered Charity (No 1164261), and a company limited by guarantee (No 9818707). Annual subscription rates:
Individual £15; Couple/family £20; Affiliated: £25. Membership application forms can be downloaded from the Society website or collected from the Museum.
The Museum and Bookshop (020 8296 9914), 22 Ridgway, near Lingfield Road, are open from 2.30 to 5.00pm Saturday and Sunday. Admission free.
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